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Subscribe No. Used Buick Regal Base. Used Buick Regal Limited. The Street Regal is a very
interesting car. Most people familiar with it call it the '83 Red GN and it has been labeled a
"prototype" by some important people in the Turbo Regal community. I think there as plenty of
misconceptions about this car and that the prototype title is inappropriate. I have done some
research on this car and hope to clear up some of the confusion. In I had purchased my first '82
GN. I was trying to find out as much as I could about it and Grand Nationals in general. I kept
hearing that my '82 wasn't a "real" GN because it wasn't black. I contacted Dennis Kirban, one
of the few Turbo Regal vendors at the time, and he sent me a copy of his most recent newsletter
"Grand News". Well after a six hour drive to the show, I met Molly. During his presentation, I
soon realized that this was a concept car made after my GN. So I asked "What involvement did
you have with the '82 GN? I was frustrated. To everyone there, this was the start of the "real"
GN's, Molly was the creator father and my '82 was just a footnote. Here is everything I have
found:. Notice the '83 nose, steel wheels, and GN emblems. At the time of this photo, the car is
painted bright red. There is quite a bit of information about this car in Steven Dove's Super
Facts and Figures book the third version. He wanted a car to showcase the Turbo V6 and "that
picks up the flavor of a Real Grand National race car Fishel nicknamed the car the "Street
Regal". Molly was sent a silver Regal T Type to work on:. It was sent it back to Buick. Buick
liked it, but General Manager Lloyd Reuss said the red was Pontiac's color, and wanted it black.
It started out as a Regal T-type that was completely dechromed and relieved of all its body
moldings. Molly reshaped the leading edge of the hood and applied liberal doses of jet black
lacquer, leaving only vertical grille bars in chrome. Buick is showing the car nationwide and
evaluating it for late '83 or '84 production in limited volumes. So is this a prototype? Well a
prototype is an original, a pattern for following copies. This car really doesn't fit the definition. If
you park an '82 GN side-by-side with an '84 GN, it is very easy to see how they evolved. There
was some updates inherit to the base Regal new grille, new instrument panel, new tail lights.
The GN Lear Seigler interior carried over with only minor changes. The wheels are a similar
design. The spoiler and air dam carried over from the ' The Turbo V6 became standard it was
optional in '82 - with much more power, but this is a Regal T Type evolution. And, of course, the
new black paint. Very different looking on the outside, but very similar under the paint. Set an
alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 2. Browse Category. Search Tools.
Set an Alert? Private Seller. This Buick Regal Restomod is one of those cars that just gets
cooler the more you look at it. With limited production over the course of just a few years, the
Buick Grand National remains a foc Beautiful Buick Regal T Type. Only 64k original miles! This
car was titled once before purchas This Grand National has been kept true to its original The
paint has been recently r Ready to jump in and enjoy is this Great looking Buick Regal with only
miles and a fresh Please visit our website to view a full HD photoset of this vehicle Refine
Search? Also be sure to view results in. This Mercedes-Benz TD-T Wagon was with the original
ownerfor 32 years before being acquired by the seller, and it has resided in the Southwest and
West since new. Power comes from a 3. The Classic White exterior and black leather interior
areoriginal to the car. Work performed within the past five years consists of a new fan clutch,
front shocks, idler arm, cooling system, fuel lines, dash pad, rear window tint, and more. This
third-series W shows under k miles and is offered with the original window sticker and purchase
documents and a clear Nebraska title in the seller's name. This Mercury Montclair hardtop
coupe is an older restoration finished in two-tone Classic White over Persimmon. Power comes
froma ci V8 paired with a three-speed Merc-O-Matic automatic transmission, and it presentswith
a two-tone vinyl interior, rear fender skirts, power steering,a Continental kit, and a dual exhaust
with glass pack mufflers. This Montclair is now offered by the selling dealer with a clean
California title. This Buick Wildcat convertible has spent the majority of its life in Florida and is

finished in white over a red vinyl interior. Power comes froma ci NailheadV8 paired with a
2-speed automatic transmission. Equipment includes a replacementconvertible top, power
steering andbrakes, and air conditioning. Now located in Annandale, Minnesota, this Wildcat is
offered by the selling dealeron a clean Minnesota title. This Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished
exterior and interior and is powered by a rebuilt ci V8 mated to a 3-speed automatic. The car is
finished in Blue with a White top and has new chrome bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl
front buckets are separated by a custom center console and floor-mounted shifter and
amenities includea retro-styledigital stereo,additional speakers, and an amplifier. Additional
equipment consists ofpower steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new Michelin tires over Cragar
SS wheels. This Novais now offered with a clean Kansas title in the name of the seller. Sign up
for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact
Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy
Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This
prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The
Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal,
brought to you by ClassicCars. Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific
vehicle selected. The Buick Regal, now only offered as a two-door coupe, was slightly smaller,
slightly lighter, and received more squared-off lines and fewer design effects. Most notably,
however, was the introduction of a turbocharged V-6 engine. While the Big Three had used
turbochargers in the past on production vehicles e. The turbo increased both fuel economy and
performance, bumping horsepower from to on the c. V-6, and was installed in the Regal Sport
Coupe. Entry-level and Limited trims could be equipped with one of two naturally aspirated
V-6s, or with a two- or four-barrel c. In all, less than 10 percent of Regals were equipped with the
turbo engine. Engine choices changed slightly as the model years ticked by, saw a more
streamlined restyle, and a sedan and station wagon briefly joined the coupe in the catalog. The
biggest change to the Regal lineup, however, occurred in when the Grand National appeared.
The turbo engineers were warming to their task, and the Grand National received an intercooler
and improved plenum, for hp and improved torque. The last year for the Grand National was ,
and as the final mid-sized, rear-wheel drive sport coupe, demand surged. Sales were
comparatively brisk for the GN, and 20, were built in , 10, being ordered in the last 6 months. A
lightweight WE4 package was also offered this year. The Garrett intercooled turbo was
governed by a new chip and a sequential fuel injection system was built. However the result
was in 5. Bypassing that restriction probably adds another 20 mph. For the model year, Buick
completely redesigned the Regal by downsizing the car, shifting it to a front-wheel-drive layout,
and modernizing its appearance. Today, most enthusiasts gravitate towards the
performance-oriented T-Types and Grand Nationals. Scores survive, though the cars were
frequently heavily enjoyed when new, so diligence is required upon inspection. For all Hagerty
Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event of a
claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is
covered for, even if the value displayed here is different. If you would like to discuss your
Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Model Overview Images are general in nature and
may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. Please expect shipping and customer service
delays. We appreciate your patience and continued support. See results below for Buick Regal
Parts. Classic Industries is America's first choice for Buick Regal parts and accessories.
Product K This paint is produced to match factory paint color as closely as possible and offers
excellent paint coverage and View Product Details. Product Is your steering loose or front end
out of alignment? Parts in your steering system may be worn out or damaged. Now you can
rebuild your classic's steering linkage system with this aftermarket replacement. Make your
wheels look like they just rolled out of the factory with this spray wheel coating. This eliminates
the need for expensive custom paint mixing and greatly simplifies the restoration process by
providing spray-gun Replace your original rubber hood adjuster stoppers with correctly
configured hood stoppers. Includes the adjuster bolt. Fits various GM models. Correct
replacement bumpers for various GM models. The bumpers will help keep your door aligned
when closed giving youa cleaner appearance. Sold individually. This is a very good
reproduction of the original grommets used to mount the wiper motor to the firewall on various
GM models. This reproduction includes the original type steel sleeve built directly into the
grommet. Sold as Product GN Reproduction door pull straps for models. Manufactured to
factory specifications, featuring original style sierra grain vinyl, and correct stitching pattern.
Reproduction outer rocker panel for various G-Body 2 door models. Manufactured to factory
specifications featuring original style contours, and EDP coated for rust prevention.
Applications: Regal OER reproduction rubber bumper for various applications. Applications:
folding seat bumper, 2 req. Sometimes you are forced to punch a hole in your firewall to get

additional wires into the engine compartment, but that hole you cut is sharp and can potentially
sever wires. To help prevent this, install this universal wire Product X This clamp can be applied
in a fraction of the time required for ordinary screw clamps and assures uniform pressure by
eliminating hand tightening. Provides 70 lbs. Product TT Wrapping headers maintains hotter
exhaust gases that exit the system faster through decreased density. Increased exhaust The
jacket covers the header tubes vertically allowing for a consistent fit. The fit allows the exhaust
system Heavy-Duty Spray Adhesive is the answer when you need a quick-drying, long-lasting
spray adhesive for a high-temperature application. Extra-strong contact-style adhesive sets
quickly, and lasts even in high temperature Thermo-Sleeve is the combination of a high
temperature fabric laminated to a highly reflective Mylar foil. It provides protection from radiant
heat for hoses and wires. The Turbo Insulating cover is designed to protect and improve
performance of the turbo and will help reduce turbo lag. The cut-to-fit cove comes with a
substantial amount of material to cover turbos from the smallest Quality stainless steel straps
with the dependable multi-lock system. The narrow width straps come with the multi-lock
already attached - just insert the end and pull to tighten. Made in USA. To finish off a clean and
well-protected Exhaust Insulating Wrap application it is recommended to use the Hi-Heat
Coating. The coating will protect the wrap from abrasion and harmful liquid spills. Extra resins
and binders The Suppressor is ideal when both sound and radiant heat control is needed. The
Super Sonic Acoustical mat offers superior sound dampening control to reduce road noise,
rattles, engine noise, and any other noises that are bothersome. The high density polyethylene
film with an aluminum foil This heat shield set offers spark plug wires and boots the ultimate
protection from conductive and radiant heat. These dual-purpose sleeves enhance
performance, reduce misfires, extend plug wire life and will not react with petroleum products.
The double-wall construction keeps the wire and boot cooler in a h
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igh-temperature engine This new silicone-coated fiberglass fire sleeving is designed to protect
wires, cables and hoses from high-temperature exposure, liquid spills and occasional exposure
to flame. The high-quality sleeving is made from braided Thermo-Guard FR offers the best heat
and sound insulation! This lightweight, durable shield does everything: reduces sound, absorbs
vibration, protects from radiant heat and provides an extra layer of insulated padding. Excellent
on headlight covers, taillight lenses, bug deflectors, instrument covers, Close Notification. Toll
Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models. Products
Categories All Categories. View As: Grid Detail. Heavy-Duty Spray Adhesive. Turbo Insulating
Cover. Copper 11 Oz Hi Heat Coating. Black 11 Oz Hi Heat Coating. Aluminum 11 Oz Hi Heat
Coating. Pint Bottle. All Categories. General Information. If you continue to have problems with
this form, please contact us during normal business hours.

